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e province of Ontario is recognized as the pioneer of 
anti-discrimination and human rights legislation in 
Canada. Less well-known is the story of how these 
innovative instruments and institutions were brought onto 
the public agenda. Hugh Burnett and the National Unity 
Association (NUA) of Chatham, Dresden and North 
Buxton offer one vital insight into that process. Between 
1948 and 1956 Burnett and the NUA waged a campaign for racial equality and social justice. 
eir efforts led to the passage of Ontario’s Fair Employment Practices Act (1951) and Fair 
Accommodation Practices Act (1954), and laid the groundwork for subsequent human rights 
legislation in Ontario and across Canada. Traditional Anglo-Canadian rights, such as freedom of 
association and freedom of commerce, had historically been interpreted to permit 
discrimination on grounds of race, colour or creed in providing services to the public. e NUA 
inspired a recognition of freedom from discrimination as a fundamental principle, thus effecting 
a a conceptual revolution that changed the course of Canadian law and Canadian history. Hugh 
Burnett and the NUA were early pioneers in the articulation of equality rights for all Canadians, 
now constitutionally inscribed in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
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